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Program 

 

Andreas Lindenbaum: Streich  
for 4 celli 

  Ensemble Die Kolophonistinnen: 
  AMANN Hannah 

FÖRSTEL Marlene 
HERRMANN Elisabeth  
LAUN Theresa 

 
 
Simon Steen-Andersen: Next to Beside Besides  

Version for 2 flutes, 2 pianos, and 2 accordions 

Flute: SKRILEC Alexandra, SEUBEL Jennifer 
Piano: KIM Eunhye, OSTRJOIC Ana 
Accordion: NOVAKOVIC Filip, LOLAS George 
 

 
Simon Steen-Andersen: Next to Beside Besides  

Choreographic version 

  Flute: SAITO Shino 
Saxophone: OSEID Katherine 
Cello: MORELLO Leo, GRENZNER MATHEU Anna 
Accordion: FRECE Andraz 

 
 
Winnie Huang: Tentacles 

Performance: LookOut (MARIONA Jessie, HUANG Winnie) 
 

 
Helmuth Lachenmann: Pression  

for cello solo 

Cello: GRENZNER MATHEU Anna 
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Matthew Shlomowitz: Left, Right, Up, Down, Pogo  
for flute solo 

Flute: SAITO Shino 
 

 
Jennifer Walshe: Zusammen i  

for ensemble  

Violin: ZENG Pinhua 
Flute: SEUBEL Jennifer 
Clarinet: MARTL Felix, ARBONIEZ JAUREUGI Elena 
Trombone: LIM Jie Ren 
Piano: MURAKAMI Yuki, KIM Eunhye, OSTRJOIC Ana 
Guitar: HASLINGER Antonia 
Accordion: FRECE Andraz, NOVAKOVIC Filip, LOLAS George 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rehearsals Walshe and Steen-Andersen (live version): Joonas Ahonen (Klangforum Wien) 
Rehearsals Steen-Andersen (choreographic version): Andreas Lindenbaum (Klangforum 
Wien) 
Program and planning: Dimitrios Polisoidis (Klangforum Wien / Senior Artist-PPCM KUG) 
Technical assistant: Dakota Wayne (Student assistant PPCM KUG) 
Video recording (live versions): Ulrich Gladisch (KUG, Mumuth Technik) 
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Andreas Lindenbaum: Streich  

Conveying contemporary notation and instrumental techniques to children and 
young people has been a central aspect of my compositional work in recent years. I 
consider my pieces as etudes by which I create short stories that help to discover 
an instrument anew. The exploration and realization of playing techniques of new 
music, the comprehension of complex notation, and the development of 
coordination and dexterity should allow for an extended handling of the own 
instrument. My aim is to offer children and young people an unbiased approach to 
new music and to encourage the joyful exploration of hitherto unknown music. 

Streich, an etude about the cello’s contemporary playing techniques, evokes a little 
“theatre for the mind”: By means of language, movement and sound, a machine is 
launched – with certain “human blurs” being absolutely intended.  

- Andreas Lindenbaum 
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Simon Steen-Andersen: Next to Beside Besides 

A re-cycle 

Apparently, the movement from instrumentation dependant to hyper-idiomatic 
composition is parallel to the movement from “abstract” to “concrete” music. 
Somewhere in this movement, composition and instrumentation melts together 
and it no longer makes sense to look at the music detached from the instrument it 
is played on. At the extreme point of this movement exists a music which uses 
material 100% dictated by the physics of the instrument and the musician and 
where the composition becomes a choreography for instrument and musician – 
with sound as a consequence... Here the relationship between action and resulting 
sound gets turned upside down: the movement is no longer a mean to realize a 
sound idea and therefore a “product” of a sound composition, in contrary the 
sound is the product of a movement composition and the movement is no longer 
mean but objective in itself. The sounding part of the music is the sound of this 
movement, the sound of the work, the sound of a music composed within the 
logics and problems of the physical and the movements. (The music can for 
example be linear even though the sound of it is not!). 
 
In this hyper-idiomatic, concrete end of the “scale”, something appears that looks 
like a paradox. The movement bites its own tale and the impossible words 
“abstract” and “concrete” get even more impossible: when the sound stands 
below the physical in the hierarchy (the contrary of the situation in the other end 
of the “scale” where the physical must subordinate to the sound idea – “what do I 
care about your fiddle when the spirit moves me...”, Beethoven would have said ), 
and here appears a new abstractness: the possibility for the movement particella! 
 
When the actual composition takes place within the situations and the movements, 
they can be notated abstractly and performed on another instrument (with the 
typical movements and parallel situations of this particular instrument), and it will 
be the same piece, even though it sounds completely different (!) – in the same 
way that Kunst der Fuge is the same piece performed on an organ or by a string 
quartet – although realized through essentially different types of movements. The 
hyper-idiomatic becomes an abstract idea – an X in the equation, which can be 
filled out with the unique situations of the one or the other instrument. 
 
The re-cycle Next To Beside Besides is an open series of attempts to translate the 
piece Beside Besides (for solo cello with metal practice mute) into different 
instruments and combinations of instruments. Beside Besides, in fact, is already in 
itself a subordinate piece, a spin-off: it is a re-writing of the ending of the piece 
Besides – and in this way this direction has already been touched as a theme. (And 
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the actual piece Besides has the non-existing plural of “being next to” as its title 
because it operates with different musical and spatial ways of “being next to”). 
 
The cycle will in other words not just be an open row of variations, versions or 
solutions of different problems and methods of translation – it will also give the 
opportunity to put together innumerable combinations of heterophonically 
sounding, but movement-wise “unison” ensemble compositions, where difference 
and equality comes into focus – where the translation situation itself becomes a 
musical parameter. 
 
Every piece can be played alone or in any combination of versions, simultaneously 
or one after the other as movements or between other pieces as fragments. Every 
piece must be equally faithful to the original which also means being equally 
idiomatic and faithful to the instrument in focus. 

- Simon Steen-Andersen   

(http://www.simonsteenandersen.dk/eng_art-nexttobesidebesides.htm) 

 

 

 

Winnie Huang: Tentacles 

Tentacles was composed and recorded during the summer of 2020 in between the 

two pandemic lockdowns in Europe. As a collaborative duo, Winnie Huang and 

Jessie Marino have worked on multiple projects, ranging from solo’s to full 

ensemble works. Their desire to continually collaborate has led to creating the duo 

LookOut, which investigates the process of a composing-performing duo of 

musical-gestural works. Interchanging roles for the first time, this is Winnie Huang’s 

first composition for the duo, which celebrates narrativity, anthropomorphism, the 

uncanny and hand and facial gestures. LookOut has since participated in artistic 

residencies in Switzerland and performed in Italy.  

-  Winnie Huang 

 

 

  

http://www.simonsteenandersen.dk/eng_art-nexttobesidebesides.htm
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Helmut Lachenmann: Pression 

An important aspect of your work is the development of ‘instrumental musique 
concrète’: was this interest generated by your involvement with electronic sound in 
the mid-sixties, or more an analytical investigation of the physical properties of the 
various means of sound production via traditional acoustic instruments? 
 
The idea of ‘instrumental musique concrete’ – i.e. sound as a message conveyed 
from its own mechanical origin, and so sound as experience of energy, marked the 
compositional material of my pieces between 1968 (TemA) and 1976 (Accanto). It 
remains part of my thinking as composer to this day. It signifies an extensive 
defamiliarization of instrumental technique: the musical sound may be bowed, 
pressed, beaten, torn, maybe choked, rubbed, perforated and so on. At the same 
time the new sound must satisfy the requirements of the old familiar concert-hall 
sound which, in this context, loses any familiarity and becomes (once again) freshly 
illuminated, even ‘unknown'’ Such a perspective demands changes in 
compositional technique, so that the classical base-parameters, such as pitch, 
duration, timbre, volume, and their derivatives retain their significance only as 
subordinate aspects of the compositional category which deals with the 
manifestation of energy.  
 
You seem to examine the ‘essence’ of a particular instrument's mechanism and use 
this as spectrum for sound production...?  
 
Well, the ripping fortissimo pizzicato open C-string on the cello is an element which 
is no longer consonant or dissonant or somehow otherwise functional as an 
interval: it is instead an explosive, physically controlled ‘natural’ event in the 
physical world. In order to develop this aspect, a process of ‘deconstruction’ of the 
sound-technique must be invented, which leads of its own accord to unexpected 
possibilities. And what is decisive is not the joy of discovery, as though one were a 
musical botanist, coming across unconventional sounds – rather it is the fresh 
orientation of our ears which thus becomes possible. The above-mentioned cello 
pizzicato is by no means anything unusual to us – but suddenly, in such an altered 
context, it proves, after all, to be something rather strange. To go back to your 
question, to experience the familiar afresh in a new light was only possible by 
means of traditional instruments. Electronics are of little use here, since their free 
abundance of sound possibilities remains imprisoned by the limits of loudspeakers 
or perhaps their vibrating membranes. For all of its vast wealth, electronic sound is 
too ‘safe’ – it quickly oxidizes to become an exotic, surreal, expressionistic idyll.  
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If this is the case, do you see any connections at all with aspects of free improvisation 
– in its most virtuosic form?  
 
Improvisation also has little to do with my approach, although one repeatedly 
comes up against unexpected curiosities which, though more or less 
spontaneously discovered, are just as spontaneously forgotten again; discarded by 
the composer, they know, as it were, nothing of their formal, expressive, or 
ultimately transcendental function in the total musical context... The fascination 
exerted by a musical effect per se has in the final analysis no significance: it is 
replaceable. Anybody, after all, can scratch with the bow behind the bridge; on the 
other hand, every sound or noise, defamiliarized or not, familiar or unusual, draws 
its significance from the constructional development of the context. It lives as a 
result of the architecture of this context, of its particular hierarchy and the 
processes and transformations organized within it. If we take the example of the 
cello pizzicato again, it can become a transformation of a timpani-beat. 
Improvisation has no place here.  
 
[…] 
 
You have also suggested (in the case of the cello piece Pression) that particular pieces 
offer an address to listen ‘differently’, and that such an address, in relation to 
experiencing a ‘musical coherence in the light of a thus consciously designed concept 
of material should mean: to experience oneself.’ What exactly does this ‘experiencing 
of oneself’ imply? 
 
That is difficult to put into words. But all of those who set themselves a genuine 
challenge, be it the climbing of a mountain, the crossing of a desert, a demanding 
mental or sporting achievement, all those who expose themselves to whichever 
existential outer limits, who drive themselves into the unknown, who ‘had to over-
leap their own shadow’ – they know what it means to discover oneself. Our hearing 
is truly challenged or ‘provoked’ by the unconventional, but equally emphatically 
charged categories which determine the nature of any work of art: in Pression, for 
example, the established musical feature is sabotaged ‘only’ by the radically 
transformed uses of the pressure with which the bow acts in some way on the 
strings or other parts of the instrument. It is this category of pressure to which the 
brutal crushing noises behind the strings on the bridge are subordinated, just as 
much as the familiar, warm, D-flat on two strings. And it is here, in such extreme or 
critical situations, that our hearing begins to observe itself and its own reactions. It 
then recalls its own value-systems, which have been irritated by this experience. In 
addition, the mind which has been changed through this process is reminded of its 
own lack of freedom as a subject of society’s conventional rules; at the same time, 
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this points to the mind’s ability to overcome this lack of freedom, by passing 
beyond perception of the acoustic state of affairs to the complete situation of 
which the acoustic is only a part. It is in the context of this complete situation that 
the ‘provocation’ can occur, to which the complete situation reacts in turn. In an 
era of magic conveniently available at the touch of a button, new music should on 
principle represent something akin to a ‘danger’… 
 
In what way?  
 
It goes back to that idea of renewal: after listening to a work of music, the listener 
should be a new person. This applies, of course, first and foremost to the composer 
him or herself. Schoenberg, Berg, Webern, Varese, but also Stockhausen, Cage and 
Nono were all exemplary exponents of this practice. 
 
- From: David Ryan, “Composer in Interview: Helmut Lachenmann”, Tempo 210 

(Oct. 1999), pp. 20–24.  

 

 

 

 

 

Matthew Shlomowitz: Left, Right, Up, Down, Pogo 

Left, Right, Up, Down, Pogo was composed in 2013 and first performed by Manuel 
Zurria at the Italian Institute for Culture in London on 2 October 2014. 
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Jennifer Walshe: Zusammen i  

This piece, which was commissioned by Aldeburgh Music, requires a group of at 
least 10 performers, including individual performers A, B, C, D and E. Performers are 
scattered around the space, aligned at different angles. Overall sound world is soft, 
with great attention given to sounds. Any physical actions should be undertaken 
with the same care and focus given to sounds – these actions are contained rather 
than *dramatic*.  
 
0:00  
All: start stopwatch.  
 
0:30  
All: long, held notes of whiteish noise (white noise with hints of pale colour). Soft 
and continuous.  
 
1:40  
All: rest  
 
2:10  
• All performers except for A: long, held notes of whiteish noise, as before.  
• A: a medium to high pitch, barely there, held within the whiteish noise sounds.  
 
3:30  
• All except B: rest  
• B: walk around the space rapidly, walking 5 to 7 steps then abruptly changing 
direction. Quietly and privately.  
 
4:00  
• C plays a low bass pedal. This is a mix of white noise and tone.  
• B stops walking, freezes in position.  
 
4:40  
• (Low pedal sound continues. B remains standing.)  
• All performers other than B and C come in, each person playing a few seconds of 
tone halfway between white noise and tone, then resting for a few seconds. Each 
performer is mapped to another – one half come in first, overlapping with the 
second half. Every person plays in their own, slightly irregular tempo, being careful 
not to entrain with the other half of the pair, phasing irregularly. Soft.  
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5:50  
All: rest (B remains standing)  
 
6:20  
• D: sitting, begin firing an imaginary pistol, very softly making irregular “peeuh!” 
sounds. Not stagey, just a small focused thing like a kid on a bus.  
• E and F: move to the side of the space and slow dance with your arms around 
each other, extremely slowly, shuffling dejectedly like teenagers, heads hung low.  
 
7:20  
• All performers except B, D, E and F play. Everyone is allotted a pitch(es). 
Everyone who can, sings whatever pitch they are playing. Use any octave, switch 
octave, vary playing techniques etc.  
• (D, E and F continue)  

 
 
8:20  
B begins to dance erratically, like a drunk in the street listening to music no-one 
else can hear. (Everyone else continues).  
 
9:30  
All: rest.  
 
10:00: End. 
 
- Jennifer Walshe  
(https://www.experimentalmusicyearbook.com/Zusammen-i) 
 
  

https://www.experimentalmusicyearbook.com/Zusammen-i
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JOONAS AHONEN’S musical interests as a pianist take him from performing late 18th-

century music on fortepiano to giving premiere performances of the music of our 

times. He is a member of Klangforum Wien, one of the leading ensembles for 

contemporary music, and a member of Rödberg fortepianotrio. Over the years, 

Ahonen has performed as a soloist with the Helsinki Philharmonic Orchestra, the 

Finnish Radio Symphony Orchestra, the BBC Symphony Orchestra and Ictus. His 

recordings on BIS label, Ligeti Piano Concerto and Ives Piano Sonata nr. 2, 

“Concord” have received critical acclaim in the music press. 

ANNA GRENZNER MATHEU is a new music cellist based in Graz, Austria. She has 

participated in various contemporary music festivals, such as the Klangspuren 

Schwaz (Austria), the Impuls Festival (Graz, Austria) or the Mixtur Festival 

(Barcelona, Spain). She has worked with composers such as Rebecca Saunders or 

Brian Ferneyhough and performers from the Ensemble Modern, Klangforum Wien 

or the Diotima Quartet. After graduating in Barcelona being Finalist of the Liceu 

Extraordinary Prize 2017, she studies the Performance Practice in Contemporary 

Music program with Klangforum Wien and investigates the role of body and 

movement in music through improvisation. 

WINNIE HUANG is a Chinese-Australian violinist, violist and gestural performance 

artist currently based between Belgium and France. An active performer of new 

music, Winnie is a founding member and solo violinist of Paris based new music 

ensemble soundinitiative, part of the collective lovemusic, and co-founder and 

member of performative duo LookOut. She continually works with young and 

established composers and regularly performs with international ensembles. 

Winnie frequently performs at international festivals such as Ars Musica, Musikfest 

Berlin, Manifeste, Klang Festival, Festival Royaumont, Bludenzer Tage zeitgemäßer 

Musik, Lucerne Festival, Internationale Ferienkurse für Neue Musik in Darmstadt, 

Ruhrtriennale, BIFEM, Brisbane Festival, among others. Career highlights have 

included solo performances at the Berlin Philharmonie (DE), KKL Lucerne (CH) and 

this year, a solo performance at the Elbphilharmonie (DE), among many 

international ensemble tours. An engaging teacher, Winnie has consistently taught, 

workshopped and guest-lectured in Australia, France and Belgium. Winnie’s strong 

interest in the performance of musical-gestural pieces is explored frequently 

through collaborating with composers, developing highly gestural contemporary 

works, while academically, Winnie continues research in the field of musical-

gestures and physical performance awareness through her post-graduate studies. 
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ANDREAS LINDENBAUM was born in Detmold, Germany in 1963. He studied the cello 

and composition at the Detmold Academy of Music. In 1986 he received a 

scholarship from the Rotary-Foundation International Studies at the School of 

Music in Bloomington, USA, where he studied in the class of Janos Starker. 

He has lived in Vienna and been a member of the Klangforum Wien since 1989.  

SHINO SAITO was born in Japan and started playing the flute with Motohiro Ogusu at 

the age of 8. After having received both her Bachelor and Master degrees at the 

University of Arts (Geidai) in Tokyo, she studied with Prof. Karl-Heinz Schütz at the 

Music and Arts University of the City of Vienna.  

She has won numerous prizes since her graduation, such as the Ataka award, the 

Acanthus music prize and the Douseikai award for newcomers. She also won first 

prize at the 18th Friedrich Kuhlau flute competition, as well as both second prize 

and audience award at the Japan Woodwind competition. Furthermore, she has 

been a finalist of the Japan Convention and the Japan Wind and Percussion 

competition. As a soloist, Shino Saito has performed with the Shizuoka Symphony 

Orchestra and the Geidai Philharmonia Orchestra. In 2018, she attended the 

Angelika Prokopp Summer Academy of the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra.  

She currently studies Performance Practice in Contemporary Music (PPCM) with 

Prof. Vera Fischer at the University of Music and Performing Arts Graz. 

 

 

PPCM (PERFORMANCE PRACTICE IN CONTEMPORARY MUSIC) is a master’s study program 

at the University of Music and Performing Arts Graz with a professorship that is 

assigned to the renowned Klangforum Wien.  

Under the instruction of members of this specialized ensemble, students do not 

only engage in new solo literature, chamber music, and ensemble compositions, 

but obtain a profound knowledge of aesthetics, history and repertoire of 

contemporary music. Specific projects from opera to performance as well as 

collaborations with renowned composers and the Institute of Electronic Music and 

Acoustics (IEM) of the KUG add to this curriculum. Furthermore, the vibrant 

cultural life of the university and the city of Graz provides an inspiring environment 

for innovative partnerships and experimental projects.  
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We would like to thank all musicians, students and employees at KUG, especially 

the Mumuth Technik team, for supporting the concert. 

 


